
Certifying Excellence in
Export-Import Management

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's 
standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make 
a type specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining 
essentially unchanged. 
It was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more 
recently with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including versions of Lorem Ipsum.

Who’s taking the Exim Guild?

Online Certificate
It is a long established fact that a reader will 
be distracted by the readable content of a 
page when looking at its layout. The point of 
using Lorem Ipsum is that it has a 
more-or-less normal distribution of letters, 
as opposed to using. It is a long established 
fact that a reader will be distracted by the 
readablereadable content of a page when looking at 

CORPORATES
It is a long established fact that a reader will 
be distracted by the readable content of a 
page when looking at its layout. The point of 
using Lorem Ipsum is that it has a 
more-or-less normal distribution of letters, 
as opposed to using. It is a long established 
fact that a reader will be distracted by the 
readablereadable content of a page when looking at 

TRADE & LOGISTICS
It is a long established fact that a reader will 
be distracted by the readable content of a 
page when looking at its layout. The point of 
using Lorem Ipsum is that it has a 
more-or-less normal distribution of letters, 
as opposed to using. It is a long established 
fact that a reader will be distracted by the 
readablereadable content of a page when looking at 

This is a one-day training on Indian Customs processes. It is designed for the participants to get a first hand understanding the role of customs 
regulations in international cargo movement. The program has been designed by a professional to meet the current needs of the shipments.

One day classroom workshop

This is a one-day training on Indian Customs processes. It is designed for the participants to get a first hand 
understanding the role of customs regulations in international cargo movement. The program has been 
designed by a professional to meet the current needs of the shipments

Seven interactive lessons

We have eight lessons that includes practical, sample documents, and assessment questions.

24/7 access

Your purchase includes access to all the course material and the comparison matrix tool for 12 months.

Why take this CERTIFICATE 

Our Lessons
Lesson 1: Introduction of Customs in their role of foreign trade

Lesson 2: Bills of Entry, Shipping Bills, Import General & Export General Manifest

Lesson 3: Types of duties and calculations

Lesson 4: Calculation of customs value for import & export consignments

Lesson 5: Government schemes of drawbacks & duty exemptions

Lesson 6: Customs bonded warehousing

Lesson 7:Stuffing of goods into containers and drawing of samplesLesson 7:Stuffing of goods into containers and drawing of samples

Lesson 8: Class Discussions / Practical

Indrajit Banerjee
Director, Eximguild

Indian entrepreneurs start out with minimal knowledge of foreign trade, which hurts their potential and stagnate their export-import 
potential. At Exim Guild, we are determined to provide our participants an easy-to-understand customized learning experience and 
practical training for development of their export-import skills. Our leaders are the founding directors who have more than 20 years of 
experience in their respective fields. They have designed the syllabus and created the study materials from their practical experience & 
knowledge which they have gathered from the industry. We are also blessed to have mentors who will be guiding us through our journey 
inin this platform. The mentors are stalwarts and leaders in their own domains and have been successful in international business against 
all odds. The Founding Directors along with the mentors have worked in some of the world's largest and respected companies like 
Amazon, Orica Mining Services, Australia, Lafarge Holcim, Alstom, Larsen & Toubro or are established self-made entrepreneurs. The 
senior leadership team is based out of Sydney, Zurich, Mumbai and Kolkata and bring forward their experience without geographical 
divide being a bar. This helps you to get a global panoramic view for navigating through the complexities of selling globally.

Exim Guild is a sovereign body registered under Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Director General of 
Foreign Trade, and member of prestigious Bengal Chamber of Commerce & Industry.

EximExim Guild is a platform to provide first quality education and knowledge to its participants to be successful in export import management. The 
course has been designed in easy-to-understand customized learning and practical training to give you the confidence in the real world. It has a 
consultancy division to support participants to start their own foreign trade company as per the international standards. It has also a unique vertical 
of ‘Pre-shipment Inspection” (PSI) which allows us to inspect the consignment before it is despatched from India giving credibility and documentary 
support to your export shipments. All these facilities are provided at a low cost.

Learn more at www.eximguild.com

About Exim Guild


